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SOCIAL MEDIA & THE SELF:
The Promise of Connectedness
We live in an era of high-tech advances and social neuroses, anomie, and rootlessness. Do social
media contribute to the infantilization of the human race? Internet connectivity appears to fill a
primordial human desire for sociality, personal relationships, and social acceptance. The quandary
posed by social media is two-fold: On one hand, the immediacy of electronic connectivity mimics
social acceptance. On the other hand, the impersonality of electronic media fosters an artificial,
phantasmagorical “alternative reality” conducive to acting out childish desires, day-dreaming, and
puerile fantasies. Youth--the snapchat generation--are especially susceptible to the lure of social
media. The question arises: Can social media encourage healthy social relationships and foster
personal growth and maturity rather than contribute to mental health issues and personality
disorders? The thrall of utopia of instant communication and connectivity needs to be tethered to
reality rather than a make-believe universe of primordial desires which may devolve into dystopia.
Psychologists like Abraham Maslow and Karl Gustav Jung may offer guideposts for redeeming the
subconscious by opening vistas toward a transcendent grounding of Reality. One wonders whether
Internet connectivity may be a substitute for religion? While traditional religion offers to connect
the believer with a transcendent deity, the Internet seems to bind one only to machines while
promising intimacy. Key question, then, is: How to restore individual well-being and social felicity?
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